Abstract-In this letter, we analyse the properties of a maximum likelihood channel estimator based on the syndrome of a linear code. For the two examples of a binary symmetric channel and a binary input additive white Gaussian noise channel, we derive expressions for the bias and the mean squared error and compare them to the Cramér-Rao bound. The analytical expressions show the relationship between the estimator properties and the parameters of the linear code, i.e., the number of check nodes and the check node degree.
I. INTRODUCTION
Channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, i.e., knowledge of parameters like the crossover probability or the signalto-noise ratio, is often assumed when discussing forward error correction. CSI can be of interest for various reasons:
• When using decoding algorithms such as the sum-product algorithm, CSI is required to compute log-likelihood ratios. For most decoding algorithms, absence or inaccuracy of CSI results in a higher probability of a decoding error [1] .
• If the receiver has knowledge of the CSI then it can predict whether a decoding attempt will be successful (e.g., by comparing the channel parameter to a threshold). This information can be used to request additional data in an automatic repeat request (ARQ) system or to discard the received block and save energy by not even attempting to decode. In this paper we analyse estimation of CSI based on the syndrome of a linear code. This is an interesting task as it does not involve additional calculations at the sender nor any communication overhead.
To compute the syndrome, the receiver performs a hard decision on the received signal, thereby converting the channel to a binary symmetric channel (BSC). The channel state information for the original channel is then derived from the estimated cross over probability of this BSC.
Of special importance is the case when the actual channel is a BSC. The reason for this is that the channel outputs of a BSC (with uniform input distribution) do not carry any information about the error rate of the BSC. Hence, there are no estimation techniques which can ignore the code constraints and operate directly on the channel outputs.
In addition to the BSC we present results for the binary input additive white Gaussian noise (BI-AWGN) channel. The idea of estimating channel parameters based on the syndrome of a linear code is not new. In [2] , the authors present estimation of the BSC parameter of a Slepian-Wolf problem (and the modification for standard channel coding). We extend these results by providing a simple analytic expression for the estimator, and expressions for bias, mean squared error (MSE) and the Cramér-Rao bound which enables us to study the influence of the system parameters in detail. Additionally, we extend the results to the BI-AWGN case.
In [3] , the authors present error estimating coding that enables the receiver to estimate the bit error probability of received packets. Assuming codewords of length n, they prove that O (log(n)) bits have to be added to obtain an estimate that exceeds a maximum relative error with at most probability δ. Estimating the bit error probability based on sketch data structures is presented in [4] . The complexity of their scheme is lower than in [3] but the asymptotic behaviour is still O (log(n)). The overhead introduced in both schemes is only used for error estimation and it is non-trivial to use it for error correction.
We denote random variables with upper case letters and their realisations with the corresponding lower case letter, e.g., A and a. For row-vectors we use bold faced letters, e.g., X or x. For sets we use calligraphic symbols, e.g., X = {0, 1}. A probability parametrized by a deterministic variable is written as Pr [A; θ]. The expectation with respect to the random variable A is denoted by E A [·], and a denotes the largest integer not greater than a. Finally, GF(2) denotes the Galois field of size 2.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ESTIMATOR
Let C be the codebook of a binary linear code defined by a parity-check matrix H of dimension m × n, i.e., C = {x ∈ {0, 1} n : xH T = 0}. In particular, we focus on check-regular low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [5] where every row of the parity-check matrix has constant weight d. We will use the term check node degree to refer to the weight of a row. Let the row-vector X be a codeword of length n, i.e., X ∈ C. The elements X i (i = 1, . . . , n) of X are transmitted over a symmetric channel with binary input, i.e., the channel has input alphabet X = {0, 1} and an arbitrary output alphabet Y.
The receiver performs hard decisions on the received values Y i ∈ Y leading toŶ i ∈ {0, 1} for all i = 1, . . . , n. Let ρ denote the probability of error for these hard decisions, i.e., ρ = Pr Ŷ i = X i and assume 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 
where the operations are in GF(2). In [2] , the authors claimed that the elements of S can be seen as the realisation of an (i.i.d.) Bernoulli process if the rows of H are linearly independent. Unfortunately, syndrome bits from check nodes with non-disjunct sets of variable nodes are (weakly) correlated, if ρ = 1 2 . However, while not being precise, modelling the syndrome symbols as realisations of i.i.d. Bernoulli trials is a good approximation for a wide range of applications. An intuitive argument is that the realisations of the syndrome of a good channel code operating close to capacity should all be equally likely. 1 Motivated by this and by our numerical results, we model the elements of S as outcomes of a Bernoulli process with parameter q. Assuming that each row of the parity-check matrix has weight d leads to
where T is the set of positive odd integers not larger than d.
A proof for the last identity using the probability-generating function of the binomial distribution can be found in [5, Lemma 1] . Let W = wt(S) denote the Hamming weight of S which is a sufficient statistic for estimating ρ, and recall that m is the length of S. Using the i.i.d. approximation, the probability distribution of the Hamming weight of S is binomial
and the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate for ρ given a syndrome weight w iŝ
which can be solved analytically by setting the derivative (with respect to ρ ) of the argument to zero. Equivalently, one can first use the ML estimator for q
and use it with (2) to obtain the estimateρ. The final estimator in closed form is in both cases derived aŝ
Note thatq(w) in (5) is unbiased but due to the non-linearity of f d (ρ), cf. (2), the final estimatorρ(w) is biased.
For an irregular check node degree distribution it is straightforward to modify (4) tô
A similar argument can be made when binary block codes are used for lossless source coding: If the syndrome, i.e., the compressed data, would not be uniformly distributed then it could be compressed further.
where m j is the number of check nodes of degree d j and w j is the weight of the part of the syndrome corresponding to check nodes of degree d j . Unfortunately, there is no closedform solution as in the regular case.
III. BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL
For the BSC, the hard decisionŶ i is equivalent to the output of the channel Y i and the channel parameter of interest, the crossover probability of the BSC, is ρ. In this section we derive the bias and mean squared error (MSE) of this estimator using the i.i.d. approximation for the syndrome bits and compare the MSE to the Cramér-Rao bound.
A. Bias and Mean Squared Error
The estimator of ρ is biased and its mean is (2) . The bias of the estimator is therefore
The mean squared error of the estimatorρ is
When evaluating (7), (8) and (9) for large m it is useful to approximate the binomial distribution (3) with a Poisson and Gaussian distribution for small and large values of ρ, respectively.
B. Cramér-Rao Bound
For a finite number of samples, the estimator (6) is biased and therefore, its variance is lower bounded by the biased Cramér-Rao bound [6, Chapter 3.6]:
and hence the mean squared error is bounded as 3 The Fisher information I the syndrome S carries about the BSC parameter ρ is
The estimator (6) is a ML estimator; so it is asymptotically efficient: for a large number of samples its bias converges to zero and its MSE converges to the unbiased Cramér-Rao bound which is the inverse of the Fisher information (12).
C. Analysis
In Fig. 1 we show the normalised estimator mean and standard deviation as a function of the parameter ρ for a check node degree d = 6 and m = 1, 000 check nodes. The analytical mean of the estimator is close to the true parameter ρ and the normalised standard deviation increases for small and large ρ. Note, that the MSE (9) approaches zero as ρ tends to zero (see also Fig. 2) ; so the divergence of the normalized standard deviation at ρ = 0 is purely due to the division by ρ.
In addition to the analytical results, which rely on the independence assumption, simulation results are shown as markers and error bars. For the simulation we used a regular 2 LDPC code with variable nodes of degree 3 and check node degree d = 6. While the simulated mean is close to the analytical result, the simulated normalised standard deviation is larger than the analytical result due to the violation of the independence assumption of the syndrome symbols. In Fig. 2 we compare the MSE of the estimator (9) with its lower bound (11). We assume again m = 1, 000 and check node degrees d = 6 and d = 9. Due to the relatively small number of check nodes there is a relatively large gap to the bound. In addition, we observe that a higher check node degree leads to a significant increase of the MSE. Finally, we show the MSE as a function of the number of check nodes m and the check degree d for ρ = 0.11 in Fig. 3 . For small check node degrees a relatively small number of check nodes leads to a small MSE. For a large number of check nodes, the curves in Fig. 3 approach the inverse of the Fisher information, i.e., the unbiased Cramér-Rao bound. This is important in practice as one can use (12) to obtain an upper bound on the check node degree that can be used for code optimisation if the code is to be used for channel estimation. The number of check nodes m directly enters our analytical results, i.e., for large m the MSE tends to zero as the inverse of m. The number of variable nodes n does not enter our results, however, it influences the accuracy of the 4 independence assumption: for a fixed number of check nodes m and fixed check node degree d increasing the codeword length n reduces the average variable node degree and thus the correlation between parity bits. Consequently, simulation result are closer to the analytical results for the i.i.d. case.
IV. GAUSSIAN CHANNEL WITH BINARY INPUT
Consider now a BI-AWGN channel with transmit energy E s and noise variance σ 2 . The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in logarithmic scale is defined as γ = 10 log 10 E s 2σ 2 .
Estimating the SNR directly from the received signal is an established problem (e.g., [7] , [8] ). We are interested in estimating the SNR via the syndrome, i.e., the receiver performs a hard decision of the received signal which converts the overall channel to a BSC. From the crossover probability of the BSC we derive the SNR of the BI-AWGN channel. The probability of error of a hard decision is ρ = Q(γ), where
Therefore, if we again approximate the syndrome bits to be i.i.d., the ML estimator for γ is the inverse of (14) γ(w) = 10 log 10 Q −1 (ρ(w)) .
This estimator diverges for arguments w = 0 and w ≥ m/2. Therefore, we consider a modified estimator that restricts the possible values for the estimate to the interval [γ min , γ max ].
For the following analysis, we numerically calculate mean, bias, and MSE of this estimator (16), i.e.
A. Analysis
We are interested in the range of SNR for which the syndrome based estimator delivers accurate estimates. For this purpose we show the mean of the estimator output in Fig. 4 for m = 10, 000 and d = 30 (such a check node degree would be typical for a regular LDPC code of rate 0.9 with variable node degree d v = 3). The SNR interval was restricted to γ min = −10 dB and γ max = 10 dB. In addition, the confidence interval for one standard deviation is shown. We see that for the given parameters the estimator works well above 2 dB. This is below the capacity-threshold of 2.74 dB for a code with rate 0.9 and hence the estimator provides accurate results in a range where the error correcting code will be used.
We note that the accuracy of the estimator degrades for low SNR. This is due to the fact that our estimator operates on hard decisions which is suboptimal, especially at low SNR. In general, estimating the SNR directly from the channel outputs [7] will lead to more accurate results when compared to our estimator. However, our estimator is solely based on harddecisions which has a complexity advantage when compared to soft-decision based estimators. Similar to the BSC case, we investigate the influence of the number of check nodes m and the check degree d on the MSE. The results are shown in Fig. 5 for E s /2σ 2 = 2.5 dB where we observe a similar behaviour as for the BSC. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We derived analytical expressions for the properties of a maximum likelihood estimator for the crossover probability of a BSC based on the syndrome bits (assumed to be i.i.d.) of a linear code. The accuracy of the estimator is determined by 5 the number of parity-checks and by their degree. This result is important for code design as it puts an upper bound on the check node degree that can be used for code optimisation.
Finally, we used the BSC based estimator to estimate the SNR of a BI-AWGN channel. This estimator is limited to a specific range of SNR as outside this range, its mean deviates from the channel parameter and its MSE increases significantly. Similar to the BSC case we analysed the influence of the number of check nodes and their degree.
